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This safeguard report is prepared by the Project Management Unit of the Electric Power
Corporation for the Government of Samoa and the Asian Development Bank.
The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors,
Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in nature.
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other
status of any territory or area.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
a. This Safeguard Report is limited to projects funded under Renewable Energy
Development and Power Sector Rehabilitation Project (RED&PSRP). It does not cover
other renewable energy projects undertaken by the Electric Power Corporation (EPC)
under Project Management Unit (PMU); Renewable Energy systems funded by
Independent Power Producers, other Renewable Energy projects funded by donor
partners such as GEF, EU, JICA, AUSAID, GCF and other EPC funded projects.
b. During this period, from January 1st 2020 to October 31st 2020, the one ongoing
subproject under the RED&PSRP is the reinforcement of the Dam to feed the new
750KW small hydro station at Fuluasou. The other subprojects under RED&PSRP were
completed. These include new hydro plants in Tafitoala/Fausaga in Upolu and Faleatā
Vailoa in Savaii, and the installation of a third 2MW generator in the Taelefaga hydro
plant to increase total plant capacity to 6MW.
c. Pacific Engineering Project Ltd (PEPL) contracted to design and construct Fuluasou new
hydro plant. Construction of power station, penstock pipe, intake screen, and
installation of single generator and all associated equipment were completed and
commissioned and load tested in October 2019. A Certificate of Partial Completion and
Operation Acceptance of the Plant were issued to contractor in October 2019 and
Defective Maintenance Period of completed facilities started. Total substantial
completion of the contract is when construction of reinforcement of the dam and
installation of the pneumatic controlled deflectable gate on top of the spillway to
increase the level of the dam are completed. Construction is in progress. Already
completed is construction of the 3 buttresses and contractor is now working on the
rebuilding of the spillway. Testing of the generator was done in October and November
2019 and plant is in full operation producing electricity and supplying to EPC grid.
Construction of the reinforcement of the over 60 year’s old dam and raising the level of
dam by installing a deflectable gate on top of spillway were the final pieces of the puzzle.
70 meters long river protection wall was also designed and constructed to protect a
section of new buried penstock pipe and access road from flooding of the river; this
happened flood of Fuluasou River during Cyclone Gita in February 2018. The wall was
part of the Variation No 4 of the contract which includes three studies, design, and
construction of the reinforcement of the dam. Contract time was extended for this major
civil work which included hydrological, seismic and geotechnical investigations and
studies, conceptual and detailed design, and later construction of reinforcement of the
dam to meet the New Zealand Large Dam Standards.
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d. Pernix MAP JV was contracted for the design and construction of 3 new hydro plants in
Tafitoala/Fausaga, and Faleaseela in Upolu and Faleatā in Vailoa in Savaii. After contract
was awarded and signed, Faleaseela hydro was cancelled and removed from the
contract when the Faleaseela village changed their decision not to approve the new
hydro. Contractor then continued with just two new hydro plants. The 2 new hydro
stations were successfully completed and commissioned, Tafitoala-Fausaga at the end of
2018 and Faleata hydro in January 2019; both have been in operation since then and
producing electricity and feeding to grid in Upolu and Savaii. The 12 month long Defect
Maintenance Period for the two plants expired at the end of 2019 and beginning of 2020.
e. HNAC from China was contracted to construct, manufactured, supplied, and installed a
3rd 2MW generator att Taelefaga hydro station. Works was completed in August 2019
and 3rd Generator has being in operation and producing electricity since then.
f. Taking of lands for Tafitoala/Fausaga and Faleatā Vailoa hydro plants and paying
compensations to affected families except 3 in Tafitoala and 1 in Faleatā were
successfully implemented. Outstanding land taking disputes are now referred to the
Land and Title Court; compensations for these are deposited in a term deposit special
account. This ensures land owners to get full compensation amounts and interest less
administration fees when disputes are settled. If compensations are left with the Public
Trust, they will keep interests and put extra charges to beneficiaries of their fees.
Exchanging of land at Fuluasou was approved by the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment (MNRE) Land Board. The Ministry is now processing the land exchange.
EPC will acquire all legal documents for audit and documentations.
g. MNRE is responsible for processing the taking of all lands for hydro projects. Land is
taken by Government and paid by EPC. The process for taking of land is complete when
the Head of State signs the proclamation and compensation paid. EPC hired private
surveyors to identify boundaries, land areas and survey boundaries. Landowners have
been compensated by EPC after signing of legal documents with MNRE. Proclamations
of 100% of the total land taken for projects were completed and followed national legal
procedures. Land valuations were conducted by MNRE. However, land owners were
free to hire their own land valuer to value their lands. All affected families agreed to use
MNRE land values.
h. Safeguards issues such as Health, Safety, Social and Environmental were in compliance
with local and environmental standards during this period. EPC strictly followed
National procedures to address Land takings and compensation issues.
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i. All projects carried out and completed without any contradictions or major stoppages.
Contractors complied with all the Conditions of the Development Consent approved and
issued by local authorities, PUMA, and this resulted in no fatalities or major injuries
detected.
j. We highly value the tremendous support and help from the ADB’s Safeguards and
project team. Thank You.
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INTRODUCTION
The Renewable Energy Development Project and Power Sector Rehabilitation Project was
initiated by the Government of Samoa and funded by ADB, European Union, Government of
New Zealand, Samoa Government and EPC to refurbish 3 damaged hydro plants during
Cyclone Evans flood, and build 4 new hydro plants to increase hydro power generation
supplied and used by consumers, ensure security of supply, and reduce reliance on
imported diesel, to generate electricity in order to reduce greenhouse gas emission effect.
New hydro in Faleaseela was cancelled when village reversed their original approval and
instead prioritized protection of the river and catchment which was promoted by MNRE
environmental program. Left to be constructed is Tafitoala / Fausaga, and Fuluasou hydro
plants in Upolu and Faleatā Vailoa in Savaii.
Project is funded by grants from the Asian Development Bank, Asian Development Fund
(ADF), Disaster Response Facility, Multi-Donor Clean Energy Fund; and additional financing
from the European Union, Government of New Zealand, Government of Samoa and EPC.
This is a continuing partnership between Government, EPC and donor partners since the
Power Sector Expansion Project which aims to improve and secure the quality of electricity
supply in Samoa in order to meet present and future electricity demand at lower affordable
tariff.
Projects include the rehabilitation, built better, and reconnection of the three hydro stations
that were greatly damaged from flood during Cyclone Evans in December 2012 and the
construction of new hydro stations at Tafitoala/Fausaga and Fuluasou in Upolu Island and
Vailoa Faleatā in Savaii Island.
The long term objective is to reduce Samoa’s reliance on imported fuel by promoting clean
and renewable energy using hydro, wind and other energy generation systems and reduce
greenhouse gas emission from diesel power stations.
Project Management Unit, led by Project Manager (PM) was originally established in 2007
by ADB, Government of Samoa, and EPC for the management and implementation of the
Power Sector Expansion Project from 2007 to 2018. In 2010, Renewable Energy
Development and Power Sector Rehabilitation Project was added to PM and PMU
responsibilities to implement. PSEP was completed and closed in August 2018 and
RED&PSRP continuing. This includes project planning, preparation of feasibility studies,
environmental assessments, safeguards, design, preparation and evaluation of bids,
negotiation and managing of contracts, monitoring of construction, project and construction
management, reporting, procurement, evaluation, cost and quality control. Under PMU, the
Environment and Social Unit (ESU) was established to be responsible for preparing
environmental and social safeguards and monitoring land acquisition, social, safety, health
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and environmental impacts. ESU was originally staffed by an Environment Officer (EO),
Social and Land Acquisition Officer (SLAO), and an attorney; now it is just the EO and SLAO.
After the Government of Samoa’s official procurement process with three separate tenders,
tender evaluation by a Tender Evaluation Committee comprising of representatives of
Office of Attorney General, MoF, and EPC; and assisted by the Implementation Consultant,
MWH or later changed to STANTEC, Tender Evaluation Reports were prepared for each of
the three tenders. Reports were reviewed and approved by ADB with issue of No Objection
Letters. With ADB approval, PMU PM then submitted papers to EPC Management and Board
of Directors, Tender Board and Cabinet for consideration and approvals; two separate
contracts were awarded to Pernix MAP JV, one for rehabilitation of Samasoni, Fale-o-le-Fee
and Alaoa; and another for the construction of new hydro’s at Tafitoala/Fausaga and
Faleatā Vailoa Palauli. Fuluasou new hydro was awarded to Pacific Engineering Project
Limited.

FULUASOU HYDRO STATION
The old Fuluasou Hydro plant is a very old plant that was originally built in 1950s. It is the
second hydro plant built in Samoa; original capacity was 150kw. First hydro in Samoa was a
100kw plant built in Alaoa and Maagiagi. The Fuluasou hydro plant was not running for
various reasons from around 1975. In 1980, EPC restored and re-commissioned the plant
with a new powerhouse, a new 400kw cross flow generator and associated equipment’s.
The dam was de-silted with the screen and the old penstock pipe being repaired. The plant
was re-commissioned in 1982 and was in operation. However, the condition of the old
penstock pipe got worse that it had to be replaced before the plant can be put back in
operation. EPC did not have the funds to do this at the time. Additionally, there was excess
hydro generation at the time when new the Samasoni, Fale ole Fee, and the Lalomauga
hydro plants were built from 1980 to 1985. Fuluasou hydro was not needed and EPC
abandoned this station. However, in 2009 to 2010 when ADB and EPC approved to develop
new hydro plants when Government stepped up its objective to develop renewable energy.
Egis International, the implementation consultant for the Power Sector Expansion Project
carried out feasibility studies of the new hydro schemes that included Tafitoala/Fausaga,
Faleatā, Tiapapata, Faleaseela, and Fuluasou.
All lands used for this project has already been acquired by the government in 1949.
However, there were two land issues faced by EPC. One includes a family who has built a
house 1 meter from the penstock. The family has been compensated (ST$43,200.00 in early
2017) to relocate their house. Secondly, includes one landowner who had illegally built a
hotel across the legal easement of the pipe. An agreement was made between the family
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and EPC to slightly change the alignment of the new pipe and exchange lands with
Government. The new hydro plant capacity is 750kw.
The design, construction, commissioning and load testing of this new 750kw station were
awarded to Pacific Engineering Project Ltd after an international tender. One of the major
activities in this project is the strengthening of the old dam in order to comply with New
Zealand Standards of Large Dams (NZSOLD). The old dam size falls in the Large Dam
category. The dam is currently in use and was used by the Samoa Water Authority as one of
its intakes to feed around 30% of Apia’s urban water demand.
Works include investigation, hydrological, seismic and geotechnical studies, design and
construction of buttresses and spillway to strengthen dam. Included in the construction are
the new penstocks (bury underground), new powerhouse, its accessories and turbine,
generators and all auxiliaries.
Construction of the pipeline is 100% complete; powerhouse is also completed and works at
the dam is about 60% completed. Construction of the 70 meter long flood wall has been
completed; this wall, extra scope to contract, will protect the penstock pipe and access road
to the dam from flooding like the 1 in 30 year flood that occurred during Cyclone Gita in
Feb-March 2018.
SITE ISSUE
Francis Craig: Thinking that Government/EPC will not building a new hydro in Fuluasou,
Craig built his new hotel across part of the legal easement of hydro adjacent to south side of
the Golf Course, without seeking Government and EPC approval. His reason is he did not
know this hydro will be rebuilt after Government built the new Faleata 18 holes golf course
across the penstock pipe easement. EPC initially gave two options; one is to remove his
hotel, and two is exchange land for pipe easement. EPC and Craig agreed on later. He is
supportive of the project and willing to exchange land. The pipe has already been laid part
underground and part on the ground inside part of the old and new easement through
Craig’s property. The pipe is laid underground across the Golf Course where the old
easement is. The Samoa Land Corporation who manages the Golf Course also supports the
project as long as EPC and the contractor rehabilitates the disturbed areas to what it was
before after the new pipe is buried; contractor complied.
Addressing Grievance - The survey of the new section of the penstock has been completed.
The private surveyor (GEOPOS) hired by EPC was required to survey both the old easement
and the new penstock alignment inside Francis Craig’s compound.
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Francis Craig signed the Survey Plan on 19th July 2019 to endorse the section of his land
affected. The Minister of MNRE approved the survey plan on behalf of the Government of
Samoa.

Snapshots of Fuluasou

Photos 1 & 2: Huge amount of cement and re-bars used for Dam Re-enforcements

Photo 3: De-silting of the dam

Photos 4 & 5: Obstacles delaying projects: Climate Change brings heavy rains and Flooding
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SAMASONI HYDRO REHABILITATION
Samasoni hydro station was severely damaged by Cyclone Evan flood. It was the worst
damaged hydro of the three. Destruction started from its river intake weir, headpond,
screen and all installed equipment at headpond in Alaoa, the 3.5km penstock completely
washed out, the two generators, turbines and control systems in power station engine floor
from flood; walls of the power station was completely damaged. The Alaoa access bridge to
Fale-o-le-Fee power station and Samasoni headpond was completely washed out.
This rehabilitated hydro plant was officially opened on the 20th of December 2017 and the
Prime Minister highlighted appreciations to ADB and other donors for its continuous
support to EPCs developments and other government projects.
ADB did not approve to fund a new bridge. EPC ended up funding the construction of the
new bridge and sealed the 2 village access roads at Fale-o-le-Fee and Ueligitone because it is
the hold access to Fale ole Fee power station and Samasoni headpond and penstock pipe. It
is also the only escape route for people living in Wellington, in Maagiagi. EPC funded new
sealed road from Alaoa bridge through Wellington along the buried pipe. New road is inside
the original legal easement so there was no new land taking for this part of the project.
SITE ISSUES and GRIEVANCES
Land compensations were some of the issues raised by families and identified by PMU for
sections of the Samasoni Penstock from Lelata Bridge to the Power Station.
Families Downstream of Lelata Bridge: Before the rehabilitation construction of
Samasoni Hydro, EPC understood that the Samasoni penstock downstream from Lelata
Bridge to the power station was within the River bank reserve (Government Land).
However, the surveyor hired by EPC to survey one of the easements discovered parts of the
penstock encroaching on to 13 parcels, and records in MNRE indicated that these families
were not compensated when Samasoni hydro was first built in 1982; Government built
penstock for Samasoni hydro on parts of their lands without a formal agreement. 12
parcels are freehold while 1 is government land.

Addressing Grievances - PMU notified and held discussions with all the families about this
encroachment. They all supported the project and even more so that pipe will be buried
instead of lying on the ground as before. New easement was resurveyed and boundaries of
affected families’ properties were identified and staked. EPC Board of Director was also
informed regarding this issue with recommendations to carry out survey of the river
reserve; legal boundaries; alignment of penstock pipe to confirm encroachment; and to find
the amount and value of land to be taken for proper compensations. The survey works
were completed in early 2019. PMU carried out discussions with each of the affected
families and compensations were disbursed in 2019 to 2020.
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Updates: MNRE’s Spatial Information Agency approved the Survey Plan and EPC with
MNRE processed the taking of lands. As directed under the Taking of Land Act 1964, the
process for taking includes negotiations with affected families over the values for
compensations of affected lands, public notification of all lots in the Savali Newspaper for
the public interests for the duration of 28 working days, Proclamation by the Head of State
and the Registration of the affected lands. Land value - MNRE’s Land Valuation Section
approved the rate of $180.00 per square meter for all affected lands at Lelata. EPC Board of
Directors approved total payment of $558,900.00 to the affected landowners for
compensation. Title registration is under Government Land (for EPC Purpose).

TAFITOALA/FAUSAGA NEW HYDRO STATION
100% of the projects are completed. Tafitoala and Fausaga community fully supported the
project. The new station is running and fully producing electricity since its commissioning
More than 1 million Samoan tālā has been disbursed to affected families for land taken.
Table below shows the three land owners with unsettled compensations. (This is due to
land ownership issues between families and neighbors). $35.00 per meter square was
MNRE’s current market valuation for taking of customary lands at Tafitoala and Fausaga. All
land owners accepted the land valuation. All compensations for crop damages during the
project have been paid off. Both compensations were fully funded by EPC.

FALEATA NEW HYDRO STATION IN SAVAII
All works were completed without any stoppages from the village. New station was
completed in December 2018 and is running and fully producing electricity.
SITE ISSUE
The Vailoa Palauli Congregational Christian Church of Samoa (CCCS) wrote to EPC in Nov
2018 not to proceed with the Taking of the Land proposed for the Hydro Station. They
wanted a lease instead for their land where the power station is built. They agreed on land
taking for their other land where pipe is installed. Government has a lease option as well as
land talking. EPC and MNRE preferred land to be taken to avoid any problems in future.
There were 14 parcels of land affected for the Faleatā Small Hydro Power Project. The land
acquisition and compensations for the 14 lots were completed successfully except for 1 Lot
where the power station is currently located. The church had requested EPC to lease this
instead of taking.
Addressing Grievance: EPC General Manager and Legal Advisor with representatives of the
Vailoa Palauli Church on the 5th of February 2019 agreed that EPC will lease the power
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station land instead of taking it as originally agreed to. The new lease price that was agreed
upon at this meeting was $500.00 per annum for the first 5 years subject to a review every
5 years. However, while EPC was in the process of registering the lease there was a
complaint lodged through MNRE and the Lands and Titles Court (LTC) from the Ugapo
Family from Vailoa Palauli.
According to MNRE and the LTC, the Ugapo Family of Vailoa Palauli is claiming as the
rightful owner of this piece of land and the family through a verbal agreement with a late
Pastor and members of the Vailoa Palauli church agreed for the church through their former
pastor to use the land. Vailoa church have not processed the taking of land officially as
gifted by the family. According to the Ugapo family, the land was not gifted to the Vailoa
Palauli Church, but it was intended for the Pastor at the time and all other pastors coming
into the village for their agricultural purposes. The Ugapo family refused to lease this land
but for EPC to take and the compensation money to be paid directly to the current Pastor of
the church. The family is also concerned about the security of the rest of their land
ownership of which part of it is where power station is built. The land discussed for the
hydro station is only 900 square meters.
There is no issue between the Ugapo Family and EPC or between EPC and the Vailoa Palauli
Church; the issue is between Vailoa Palauli Church and the Ugapo Family. The matter is
now with the LTC for a decision which is outside of EPC’s control, however, whatever the
outcome is from LT Court and agreement between the family and church, EPC is willing to
abide by; whether a lease or taking the land and compensation is paid.
EPC transferred $36,000.00, if land is taken, to a Term Deposit account, awaiting final
decision from the LTC.

GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM
EPC has an enquiry box at each office centre and outlet where the public can submit written
complaints or suggestions. There is also the assistance from the customer complaint center
which opens 24/7 where the members of the public can contact for all complaints related to
EPC regarding electricity services including projects, during afterhours and busy business
hours. EPC’s Call Center numbers are 65500, 65502 and 65503 are advertised in media,
Facebook and EPC website www.epc.ws for public awareness.
The PMU has a Grievance Redress Mechanism to address complaints regarding RE projects
as well as all other EPC Projects. All records of complaints and responses are kept and will
be documented continually for future reference especially with regards to lawsuit cases.
The mechanism is equipped with a step-by-step procedure to receive, register and track all
grievances concerning environment and social issues. A grievance form has been created
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and will be used to address complaints for each PMU projects. Complaints can be filed in
person, phone call, email or via a letter to EPC.
The Communication and Public Relations Team with the Social and Land Acquisition Officer
were responsible for receiving complaints, facilitating, tracking and reporting on grievances
and their resolutions.

CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that contractors have complied with all the Health, Safety, Social and
Environmental Safeguard requirements at all project sites. Very few land issues are with
the LTC awaiting resolutions; however, EPC already set aside compensations via term
deposits.
PUMA (the regulatory body of government) carried out monitoring’s and spot checks to
ensure upholding of Conditions of the Development Consent issued for these projects. PMU
team strictly monitor and ensure full compliance of contractors with the entire National,
environmental standards, as well as ADB’s SPS.
EPC has not received any Stop Notice or Order from PUMA of MWTI, MNRE, MCIL, SFESA,
MoH or any authorities relating to any illegal or non-compliance at construction sites. All
sites were completely supervised and we advised contractors of possible risks and ensure
compliance with ALL conditions of the Development Consent, and saves lives.
Prepared by the Environment and Social Unit

_________________________
Iosefa Iese Aiolupotea
Environment Officer

_______________________
‘Asiata Alfred Lewer
Social and Land Acquisition Officer

Reviewed and endorsed by: _____________________
Fonotī Perelini S. Perelini
Project Manager
Project Management Unit

Date: 31 October 2020
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